
April 6, 2020 
 
Good Morning Hilltoppers, 
 
As we continue with our virtual learning at home, the strength and conditioning staff will continue to 
pass along some workout options and tips for maintaining your well being.  Each week there will be a 
different variation.  There are a lot of options available to you at home and online.  It does not need to 
be difficult or elaborate.  Keep it simple with the main goal being to remain physically active and make 
healthy choices.  This might even be a good time to make some of those lifestyle changes that you have 
been thinking about or putting off.  Try to complete 60 minutes of activity each day and get outside.  It 
can be as simple as getting out for a walk or performing activity within the school day. Encourage others 
in your home to be active and start healthy habits along with you.  Having everyone working together 
provides a great support network and makes it easier for everyone.  Stay healthy and have a great week! 
 
Contact us with any questions or if we can provide guidance in any way.  Have a great week! 
 
Coach D and Coach K 
 
Weekly Workouts 
Attached is the strength workout and bodyweight workout for this week.  You can find a video 
description of the bodyweight workout on the Hilltopper Strength & Conditioning Facebook page or 
other social media sites (links below).  If you are unsure of how to do something or don't have the 
equipment, supplement it with something else.  If lifting, make sure to use proper safety protocol and 
spotter if necessary.  Again, the point is to do something.   
 
Wellness Goals 
1. Fitness - Take short, active breaks throughout the day.  Do something active, even if only 5 minutes.  
Try to stand, walk, stretch, perform a strength movement, etc between classes. 
2. Nutrition - Eliminate soda, fruit juice, sugary drinks from your diet this week.  These beverages have 
large amounts of sugar and calories which provide no nutrient value and can lead to a variety of health 
problems.  Replace these drinks with a healthier, low calorie option.  Water is a great choice.   
3. Stress management - There is no question that EVERYONE is under a lot of stress during this time.  
Give each other a break and understand that tension can be high at this time.  This week practice some 
deep breathing each day. 
 
Resources 
1. Fitness - Here is a link from the American Heart Association with information on incorporating 
physical activity into your school/work day.   
        https://www.heart.org/en/healthy-living/fitness/getting-active/how-to-be-more-active-at-work 
     Attached is a chart with 25 ways to get active at home, all of which could easily be done between 
classes. 
2. Nutrition - WebMD on how to cut back on soda and sugary drinks.  It provides information why you 
want to cut back on these items, helpful steps in doing so, and good alternatives. 
        https://www.webmd.com/diet/features/how-can-i-stop-drinking-so-much-soda#1 
3. Stress Management - The University of Michigan provides a description of several deep breathing 
techniques for stress management and relaxation. 
       https://www.uofmhealth.org/health-library/uz2255 
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Online Routines 
1. Fitness - the first video provides an example of several exercises that can be performed at your desk 
and the second video provides a workout circuit that can be performed with one dumbbell or a 
weighted object - milk carton filled with water.  Remember, use good technique and supplement the 
exercise with something else if you are unsure.  These are only options and there are many out there.  
Choose something that matches your experience level, equipment available, and activities you enjoy. 
        Desk workout - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1HvyCC4TXWg 
        Circuit workout - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HQpk2bqM86o 
2. Stress Management - A 15 minute guided exercise focusing on deep breathing, relaxation, and 
visualization. 
        https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F28MGLlpP90 
 
Meet with Coach 
Coach Duehring has office hours from 8:00-9:00 every morning at meet.google.com/cqe-jbyd-dhi.   
You can drop in at that time or schedule an individual meeting with him at another time.  Feel free to 
contact Coach Kossow or Coach Duehring via email as well at any time with questions, concerns, or 
guidance. 
 
Competition 
This week, email or post on our social media sites a  photo of you working out in your most creative 
workout outfit (appropriate of course).  Students that submit a photo will be entered into a drawing for 
a prize to be handed out once we return to school.     
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